**Draft Agenda**

**Item** | **Document**
--- | ---
1. Draft Agenda – *to adopt* | WGFA-71/21
2. Report of the 15th meeting of the Working Group held on 8 July 2021 – *to note* | WGFA-70/21
3. Votes and contributions – *to consider* | WGFA-69/21
4. Role of the private sector – *to consider* | verbal
5. Draft of the International Coffee Agreement 2021 – *to consider* | WGFA-56/21 Rev. 1
6. Next steps – *to agree* | verbal
7. Appointment of the Vice-Chair *ad interim* for 2020/21 – *to appoint* | verbal
8. Other business – *to consider* | verbal
9. Date of next meeting – *to note* | verbal